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THE BRICK

The project is based basically on the brick. We tried to express all its qualities and take advantage of them:

CONSTRUCTION: A thick wall made of brick has structural, thermal, acoustic, waterproof and finishing function. Nowadays we use a different material CONSTRUCTION: A thick wall made of brick has structural, thermal, acoustic, waterproof and finishing function. Nowadays we use a different material 
for each function, getting a bit thinner wall with more less the same characteristics, but with less thermal inertia and durability. In the Pavilion, the 
walls are made of 2 brick layers with internal air. The internal layer (24 cm) has the structural function, the thermal inertia, insulation and texture, the 
same than the external layer, with no structural function but waterproof one. The only point we use concrete is on the huge beam we need for the 
long bottom window in the exhibition room.

ENVIRONMENT: Despite the brick has an important consumption of energy and CO2 emissions, they are much smaller than other structural materials ENVIRONMENT: Despite the brick has an important consumption of energy and CO2 emissions, they are much smaller than other structural materials 
(concrete or structural steel), finishing materials (aluminum, glass, copper, plastics,…), thermal and acoustic materials,… Furthermore, the brick can 
always be found near the building location, and the energy and emissions due to the transport are huge in other materials like metals. It is also impor-
tant to mention here that the thermal inertia is very important for reduce the conditioning consumption and the durability is one of the most impor-
tant factors of sustainability.

FORM: Looking for the identity of the building we also wanted to give a representative function of the brick. That is why we thought in giving the buil-
ding the shape of two traditional bricks, a horizontal one for the exhibition room, and a vertical one for a representative tower (in visual contact with 
the tower in Piazza de San Marco). These two shapes create a tension in between, where we create the entrance. The scale of these two bricks is 
100:1, what gives the dimensions of 24x12x5 meters.

TEXTURE: The texture of the brick can be a nice finishing. The changing color depending on the light and how the reflected light spreads the brick’s 
color is very expressive. That is why we did not change the interior finishing of the rooms but we promote it with the reflexion of the natural light in the 
water, what creates a moving light that causes an eye-catching effect in the brick wall.
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